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REPORT
Regional Council

March 1,2010

REPORT TITLE: ENVIRONMENTAL BILL OF RIGHTS SUBMISSION REGARDING
CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES
FROM:

Norma Trim, Chief Financial Officer and Commissioner of Corporate Services

RECOMMENDATION
That the comments on the "Policies and Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan
Review and Permitting Activities (October 21, 2009 Version)" attached as Appendix I to
this report of the Chief Financial Officer and Commissioner of Corporate Services dated
March 1, 2010 titled "Environmental Bill of Rights Submission Regarding conservation
Authorities", be endorsed as the Region of Peel's comments on the draft policies;
And further, that a copy of the subject report be forwarded to the Town of Caledon, the
Cities of Brampton and Mississauga and the Conservation Authorities having
jurisdictions within the Region of Peel for information.

DISCUSSION
1. Background
In 2007, the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR), Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
(MMAH) and the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure (MEI), embarked upon an initiative to
clarify the roles of Conservation Authorities in both the development plan review and
Conservation Authorities Act (Section 28) regulatory permitting processes.
A conservation Authority Liaison Committee (CALC) was formed to facilitate dialogue
amongst stakeholders in order to clarify interrelated roles and promote efficient delivery of
mandates for provincial interest. CALC membership includes MNR, MMAH, MEI,
Conservation Ontario, select Conservation Authorities, representatives from the
development industry, municipal sector and environmental groups.
The CALC has reviewed and provided input to the content for a proposed new chapter for
the Conservation Authorities Policies and Procedures Manual entitled: "Policies and

AUTHORITIES
Procedures for Conservation Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities". The objective
of this new chapter is to provide clarity about the roles and responsibilities of Conservation
Authorities in municipal planning and Regulatory permitting processes while establishing
more consistency in Conservation Authority decision-making through plan review and permit
process improvements.
The proposed new chapter includes a compilation of relevant current legislation regarding
conservation authority roles, as well as new policies related to applicant pre-consultation,
complete application requirements, timelines as,sociated with permit decision-making and
permit appeals processes. (Source: Ministry of Natural Resources EBR Policy Proposal
Posting Number 010-8243, November 25,2009)
The opportunity for public comment to the EBR posting closed on January 11, 2010. At the
time of submission, Regional staff provided comments through a consolidated submission
from the Regional Planning Commissioners of Ontario. The Ministry of Natural Resources
plans to review all submissions by the public and release a finalized chapter sometime in
2010.
On February 21, 2010, a delegation from the Region of Peel met with Minister Linda Jeffrey,
Minister of Natural Resources, as part of our advocacy initiatives for the Rural Ontario
Municipal Association Conference held in Toronto February 21-24 in Toronto. The objective
of this meeting was to educate the Minister, in her new role as MNR Minister, on issues
related to the roles, mandates and relationships with the local conservation authorities in the
Region of Peel.
Minister Jeffrey indicated her awareness of some of the issues, both locally and provincially,
regarding conservation authorities. The Minister wished to hear from the Region of Peel
regarding the aforementioned EBR posting and gave the Region an extension to the
submission date of March sib.
2.

Findings

Appendix I outlines staff of the Region of Peel's perspective on the EBR Policy Proposal
Posting. The comments provided in the submission are provided in an order consistent
with the structure outlined in the EBR posting.
Generally, staff is in support of the new chapter as there is a need for clarification in the
roles and responsibilities of conservation authorities with regard to plan review and
permitting activities.
From a technical perspective, staff found the chapter complete and has provided only minor
comments to the EBR posting as a result of our experiences with conservation authorities in
the Region of Peel.
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AUTHORITIES
CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
Should these recommendations be endorsed by Council, the submission in Appendix I will be
forwarded on March 5Ihto Darlene Dove, Policy Analyst in the Ministry of Natural Resources for
consideration. In follow-up to the Region's meeting with Minister Jeffrey, our submission will
also be copied to the Minister's Office for further consideration.
Regional staff will continue to monitor and track the release of a finalized chapter by the Ministry
of Natural Resources.

Norma Trim
Chief Financial Officer
and Commissioner of Corporate Services

Approved for Submission:

D. Szwarc, Chief Administrative Officer
For further information regarding this report, please contact Arvin Prasad at extension 4251 or
via email at arvin.prasad@peelregion.ca
Authored By:
c.

David Arbuckle, Manager, Public Policy, extension 4777
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February 26,2010
Darlene Dove
Policy Analyst, Water Resources Section
Ministry of Natural Resources, Lands and Waters
P.O. Box 7000, 300 Water Street
Peterborough, ON
KQJ 8M5

ranch

Dear Ms. Dove,
Re:

-

EBR Posting 010-8243 Policies and Procedures for Conservation
Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities (October 21, 2009
Version)

On behalf of the Region of Peel, we are pleased to offer the following comments
on the proposed new chapter entitled "Policies and Procedures for Conservation
Authority Plan Review and Permitting Activities" to be included in the
Conservation Authorities Policies and Procedures Manual. We also wish to
express our appreciation for the extended deadline to submit comments on the
EBR posting.

Ii

,

As a general comment, we support the direction being provided in the new
chaater to clarifv the roles and responsibilities of conservation authorities in their
activities. We feel that the clarification is needed and
plan review and
that it will lead to better efficiencv and consistencv in conservation authoritv
comments and decision-making: We also apprediate that the scope of this work
is focused on existing CA mandates and that-it does not expand mandates
beyond what is prescribed to CAs. The document is also strengthened by the
recognition of provincial and municipal authority and responsibilities and the
relationship of these to the CA roles. Over time, as CAs develop their own
'watershed-specific' policies and procedures in accordance with the manual, we
would expect that the objective to improve decision-making should be realized.
As vou know. there are five conservation authorities with iurisdictions in the
~egion
of peel, and municipal planning at the Regional and area municipal
levels: The Credit Vallev Conservation Authoritv is in the orocess of finalizina
"watershed planning an4 regulation" policies to $uide its decision making forpermits under the Conservation Authorities Act and its commenting role under
the Planning Act. The Toronto arid Region Conservation Authority is beginning.a
'
similar process to develop policies for its jurisdiction. Both of these policy
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documents are expected to provide comprehensive guidance for both of the CA
commenting and regulatory roles. We encourage Ministry staff to participate in
the processes and review these early examples so that provincial guidance is
understood and potentially improved as "best practices" are developed.
With respect to technical content, we found the document to be complete and
that it accurately reflects CA roles. The following provides minor technical
comments on specific aspects of the document and further commentary related
to our experience in the Region.
Section 2.3 -Other Acts
We concur with comments provided by the Regional Planning Commissioners of
Ontario that a summary of the Endangered Species Act would be beneficial. We
also suggest that the summary indicate that the Ministry of Natural Resources
administers the Act and has authority under theAcf to issue permits.
Conservation Authorities should be recognized as having a role in providing
information on endangered and threatened species in their jurisdictions.
2.3.3. Environmental Assessment Act
It has been our experience that CAs have not been consistent in their support of
infrastructure projects that are required to cross or be constructed within
sensitive natural heritage features. Policies developed by CAs should recognize
the need for "essential infrastructure" to locate in sensitive areas, subject to an
EA evaluation, recognizing that there are cost and other considerations that limit
municipal alternatives.

Further, municipalities should be encouraged to include CAs in pre-consultation
meetings before projects are commenced and preferably at the 'terms of
reference' stage. This would apply to both the EA planning and construction
phases. CAs should be encouraged to identify technical and CA approval
requirements at these meetings. The Region has also recently attempted to
improve the review of municipal EA projects by CAs and the timing of CA
comments. This has required increased funding to CAs for staffing; however, we
realize the challenges of gaining efficiencies when there are competing
pressures for limited staff resources.
2.3.4 Aggregate Resources Act
The explanation of the municipal, conservation authority and Ministry roles could
be expanded. Municipalities do not make decisions under the Act, but do make
decisions on applications requiring PlanningAct approvals.
4.2 Special Policy Areas
The clarification that "CAs do not have a delegated authority to give final
approval for the creation of new Special Policy Ares or the amendment andlor
deletion of existing ones" is an important clarification in the manual. The last
sentence could be improved by adding the following underlined text:
Corporate Services
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"New Special Policy Areas and any proposed changes or deletions to existing
boundaries andlor policies are approved by both the Ministers of Natural
Resources and Municipal Affairs and Housing, with advice from CAs, prior to
being designated by a municipality or planning approval authority."
4.4 and 4.8 Conservation Authorities as Commenting Agencies
With respect to their role as commenting agencies under the Planning Act, we
support the clarification that policies developed bv CAs "are advisorv unless they
are'in~or~orated
into an official plan". ~ ~ u important
a l l ~ is the stathent that
"the principle of develo~ment"is established throuah Plannina Act aowroval
for t&hnical'
procksses', whereas thk CA permitting process
implementation of matters pursuant to Section 28 of the Consen/ation Authorities
Act. This is a fundamental recognition of the municipal decision-making authority
under the PlanningAct and separation of CAs commenting and regulatory roles.

The clarification that CAs identify the role and legislative authority under which
they are providing comments is also an important statement. Although the
policies and procedures chapter is a good first step, it would be helpful if there is
a commitment in the document for CAs through Conservation Ontario or the
Ministry to develop more detailed guidance or standard commenting language to
ensure that comments submitted by CAs are consistent between jurisdictions.
5.0 Consultation
The guidance with respect to consultation should be strengthened to direct CAs
to consult with the general public, affected landowners and stakeholders. It is an
important principle that the general public and affected landowners have an
opportunity to be notified, obtain information and provide comments directly to
CA Board members on CA approved policy.

7.1 Watershed Management Plans
There could be better guidance with respect to the relationship between
watershed plans and official plans. In addition to the statement that "CAs should
develop watershed management plans to inform Official Plan policies", it is also
important to clarify how watershed plan guidance may be translated into official
plan policy.
To be consistent with guidance provided elsewhere in the document, we suggest
adding clarification that watershed plans provide technical information and
recommendations to be considered by municipalities when developing policies
for their official plans and when making decisions on planning applications.
Given the nature and purpose of watershed plans, and the type of language,
technical information and mapping they contain, it is generally not possible that
watershed plan recommendations or information can be simply "inserted" into
Municipal official plans need to be developed wih a level of rigor
official
that ensures consistency with provincial policies and plans. We therefore caution
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the Ministry and CAs to avoid developing policy language that would direct
municipalities to "incorporate" watershed plan recommendations into official
plans without full consideration of the municipal official plan process.
7.2 Official Plans and Zoning By-laws
The comments above are applicable to the statement that "CAs should
policies and provisions into Official
collaborate with municipalities to incor~orate
Plans". CA policies should guide their recommendations to municipalities in
keeping with their "advisory" status.
7.6 Service Agreements
In our experience in developing memorandums of understanding with CAs, it is
also helpful that MOUs or service agreements specify how the parties or
participants may be represented at hearings for the purpose of legal
representation.
7.8 Identification of Significant Features
It is important that the guidance distinguish between the "identification" of
features and the determination of "significance" and clarify the role of CAs when
providing advice to municipalities. It is important to clarify that feature
identification and the determination of significance are separate roles that may be
identified for CAs in service agreements. CAs identify features and confirm
significance as a technical service in accordance with criteria established by
m~nicipalitieswhere criteria have been established by municipalities in the;
official plans. In cases where municiualities have not adouted criteria-toestablish
significance, CAs may recommend Giteria in accordance kith provincial criteria
or guidelines. In both cases, CAs retain an advisory role and municipalities
ultimately retain a decision-making authority under the Planning Act. The
guidance in the draft policies and procedures manual is not clear on this aspect.
9.2.2 Fees
The statement that CAs set fee structures that are "designed to recover but not
exceed the costs associated with administering and delivering the services" is an
important clarification. We also note that CAs fees by-laws do not have an
appeal mechanism for applicants. CAs should consult on their fees schedules
and provide a process for disputes to be resolved, similar to the process that is
available under the Planning Act.

Thank you again for extending the deadline and giving the Region of Peel the
opportunity to participate in the commenting process. Please feel free to contact
me should you have any questions regarding these comments.
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Yours truly,

Awin Prasad
Director, Planning Policy and Research
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